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The ‘memory of water’ is a concept by which the properties of an aqueous preparation
are held to depend on the previous history of the sample. Although associated with the
mechanism of homeopathy, this association may mislead. There is strong evidence
concerning many ways in which the mechanism of this ‘memory’ may come about.
There are also mechanisms by which such solutions may possess effects on biological
systems which substantially differ from plain water. This paper examines the
evidence. Homeopathy (2007) 96, 143–150.
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Introduction
The ‘memory of water’ is a snappy expression that

has eased its way into popular language. The term is
mostly associated with Jacques Benveniste following his
and others’ allergy research work.1 These research
teams showed that solutes subjected to sequential
physical processing and dilution demonstrate biological
effects different from those apparent using just the
water employed for the dilutions. The ‘memory of
water’ holds within its brevity of phrase the concept that
much diluted solutions appear to behave as though they
contain absent solutes that had once been present.
From that beginning, its use has grown to include

whether the properties of water can show distinct
properties over periods of time much longer than
expected and dependent on the aqueous preparation’s
previous history. Originally, the term was proposed
within a homeopathic context for public dissemination
in the popular media. It presented an idea that was
easily appreciated by non-scientists, although at a
simplistic level. This caught the public imagination
and, at the time, proved to be great publicity for
homeopathy. More recently, however, the term ‘mem-
ory of water’ has proven to be unnecessary baggage in
the homeopathy debate. Proof, lack of proof, or simple
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disbelief that water has, or can have, a memory has
quite unnecessarily been confused with proof over
whether homeopathy may or may not be efficacious.
Editorial comment in the scientific press has subse-

quently drawn on whether water can indeed show any
‘memory’ of its prior history as direct ‘proof’ of
whether homeopathy can be successful or not. Such
linkage is quite unnecessary and may easily mislead as
the two areas utilize fundamentally differing and
entirely independent evidence and should therefore be
considered separately. One, the other, both or neither
of these phenomena may represent real effects; they are
not interdependent. Linking the two today such that
they both stand or fall together2 is as senseless as the
non-sequitur of linking the efficacy of aspirin with its
bitterness. There is no need to judge homeopathy by
ascertaining whether water has a memory of past
events any more than we should judge conventional
medicine by our level of appreciation, or ignorance, of
its detailed molecular action. Thus, whether homeop-
athy works or not is a mostly separate issue from the
content of this paper and should be judged solely on
the evidence presented copiously elsewhere. It follows
that simply proving that water does have a memory
does not prove that homeopathic medicines work.
Other considerations have to be taken into account
(see later) including how any specificity of action may
arise in the therapeutic effect.
This paper concerns the memory of water: to what

extent past events may influence the future behaviour
of aqueous solutions. Although interpreted by some as
also applying to the ‘memory’ of single molecules of
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water3 this is a red herring just as any discussion of the
human memory in terms of the properties of a single
molecule of ATP. Also misleading is to discuss it solely
in terms of just H2O molecules as no such material as
pure liquid H2O can exist; liquid water always contains
other species such as H+ ions.
Here, I discuss the memory of water in terms of the

real aqueous solutions that are likely to be more
generally encountered as ‘water’, including those found
in a homeopathic context. Of particular relevance is
that the water used in homeopathic preparations,
whether distilled or deionized or both or including
ethanol, may still contain many and variable solutes
including nanomolar to micromolar concentrations of
ions.
The evidence
All scientific hypotheses should, of course, be

examined in an unbiased manner with reliance on
evidence rather than belief. However, agreement or
disagreement with the concept that aqueous prepara-
tions may have a memory of past events arouses great
emotion and has caused careers to flounder, quite
independent of any unbiased examination of the
evidence and its worth. Before any evidence is
examined, the initial response of most scientists and
non-scientists (including both the author and indeed
Jacques Benveniste) is mostly one of deep scepticism.
Indeed it is often stated, by people who do not be-
lieve in such a ‘memory of water’, that the burden
of proof it requires should be much greater than
for other scientific hypotheses.4 Such an attitude may
itself be considered unscientific: the same level of
supporting evidence should be accepted for all
scientific developments. If a lower level of proof is set
for hypotheses that fit prior beliefs then we bias our
view of science in favour of such beliefs and may be
easily misled. That such a process is generally used is
self-evident and has resulted in the slow uptake of new
ideas and the overly long retention of fallacious
concepts.
The science surrounding the ‘memory of water’ is a

confusion of evidence for an effect, data showing a
lack of evidence for an effect, evidence and opinion
that there should be no effect and lack of evidence that
there is an absence of an effect; all of which may be
obtained under different conditions with varying
probabilities. Also, the observation of a phenomenon
is usually accompanied by an explanation but the
observation does not necessarily prove that the
explanation is correct. Thus the explanation of his
experimental observations by Jacques Benveniste as
due to the ‘memory of water’ may or may not be
correct, whereas the data that he published, and its
correctness or otherwise, is quite independent of this
explanation. Unfortunately, too often the explanation
is examined more closely than the experimental data,
thy
which may lead to the data being rejected without due
cause.
Evidence against the ‘memoryof water’
Before describing the evidence for the memory of

water, it is pertinent to discuss the evidence suggested
by the many scientists who deny water its ‘memory’.
Rather surprisingly, these do not concern the produc-
tion or examination of experimental data showing no
effect of their prior history on the properties of
solutions. They mostly concern arguments involving
the ease with which hydrogen bonds between water
molecules may break. Individual hydrogen bonds do
not last long in liquid water (about a picosecond).
Based on this one fact the opinion may be proffered
that the mesoscopic structure of water must change on
about the same time scale.
Such arguments are completely fallacious as is easily

recognized if metal hydrates or solid water (ice) are
considered. In the case of ice the hydrogen bonds also
only last for the briefest instant but a piece of ice
sculpture can ‘remember’ its carving over extended
periods. Cation hydrates exist and are commonly
described with particular structure (eg the octahedral
Na+(H2O)6 ion) but the individual water molecules
making up such structures have but the briefest of
residence times (omicroseconds).
What such arguments fail to address is that the

behaviour of a large population of water molecules
may be retained even if that of individual molecules is
constantly changing. Such behaviour is easy to
observe: a sea wave may cross an ocean, remaining a
wave and with dependence on its history, but its
molecular content is continuously changing.
The remaining evidence presented against the

memory of water concerns whether water clusters
may retain their organization for time periods greater
than a fraction of a second. Evidence denying the long-
life of such water clusters is generally based on
computer modelling but also includes NMR and
diffraction data.5 There are several good reasons why
such methods would not show any significant cluster-
ing properties for liquid water.
Computer simulations only operate for nanoseconds

of simulated time, although taking hours or days of
real time. Such short periods are insufficient to show
longer temporal relationships, for example those
produced by oscillating reactions.6 They also involve
relatively few water molecules (of the order of
100–1000 or so) over small (nanometre) dimensions,
insufficient for showing large scale (�micron) effects.
They utilize models for the water molecules that are
inherently flawed, showing poor correspondence to the
real experimental properties of water (except for those
properties on which they were individually based)
and hence poor at predicting known properties and
likely to be highly inaccurate at predicting unknown
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properties.7 NMR and diffraction both determine
individual water molecules as structures averaged from
throughout the sample (akin to averaging the world’s
population of men and women and coming up with an
illusory ‘average’ person) and are incapable of detect-
ing imprecise and mobile clusters where components
may change.
It is clear, however, that in the absence of other

materials or surfaces (see below), the specific hydrogen
bonding pattern surrounding a solute does not persist
when the solute is removed. This may be demonstrated
by the change in the water density as salt is removed. If
there was ‘memory’ at work here, such water would
retain the effective high density that existed in the
presence of salt, but it does not. Also, no long-lived
clusters made up of particular water molecules can be
discerned (41ms, 45 mM) by NMR.8 On removal of
hydrogen bonds when a hydrophilic solute is removed,
the space vacated must be filled by aggressively
hydrogen bonding water molecules. Such water would
tend to alter the residual hydrogen bonding towards
that pre-existing before the solute was originally
added. Clearly such a process cannot be considered a
memory effect involving ‘remembering’ the state before
the solute was added.
Also, it is problematic to put forward a working

hypothesis as to how small quantities of just H2O
could have any different quantifiable effects when
confronted with large amounts of complex and
confounding solution in a human subject. Other
materials must be present to stabilize such structuring
against immediate destruction.
A further argument proffered against water having a

memory involves drawing conclusions that water
molecules must in their past been in multitudinous
contact with almost infinite animate and inanimate
objects and therefore cannot possibly ‘remember’ this
whole history. I do not dispute this argument, but it is
of no relevance to the state of known samples of liquid
water, where the history concerns just the sample and
is not the sum of the individual memories of all the
molecules since the beginning of time (indeed indivi-
dual H2O molecules only have lifetimes of fractions of
a second).
Too often the final argument used against the

memory of water concept is simply ‘I don’t believe
it’. Such unscientific rhetoric is heard from otherwise
sensible scientists, with a narrow view of the subject
and without any examination or appreciation of the
full body of evidence, and reflects badly on them.
What is ‘water’?
In order to properly discuss the memory of water it

is first necessary to note what is meant by ‘water’ in
this context. Here we assume that water is a solution of
various, and varying, materials in liquid water. Real
pure liquid water (if it could be created) would still
consist of a number of molecular species including
ortho and para water molecules, water molecules
with different isotopic compositions such as HDO
(D ¼ deuterium) and H18

2 O: Such water molecules
occur as part of weakly-bound but partially-covalently
linked9 molecular clusters containing one, two, three or
four hydrogen bonds, and hydrogen ion and hydroxide
ion species.
Apart from such molecules there are always adven-

titious and self-created solutes in liquid water. Distilled
and deionized water still contain significant and
varying quantities of contaminating ions. Often the
criterion for ‘purity’ is the conductivity, but this will
not show ionic contaminants at nanomolar, or even
somewhat higher, concentrations due to the relatively
high conductivity of the H+ and OH� ions naturally
present. Other materials present will include previously
dissolved solutes, dissolved gasses dependent on the
laboratory atmosphere, gaseous nanobubbles, material
dissolved or detached from the containing vessels, solid
particles and aerosols (also dependent on the labora-
tory history) entering from the gas phase, and
materials produced from water molecules and these
other solutes on standing.
Liquid water is clearly a very complex system even

before the further complexity of molecular clusters,
gas–liquid and solid–liquid surfaces, reactions between
these materials and the consequences of physical and
electromagnetic processing are considered. It is re-
markable that sceptics feel able to state with straight
faces that they understand such systems to the extent
that they know how they will behave in the absence of
evidence on which to base their opinions. Certainly,
there are plenty of scientific papers still being published
which investigate the unpredictable behaviour of just
parts of such complex solutions.
As applied to homeopathy, the memory of water

concept should also be extended to the memory of
aqueous ethanolic preparations. Addition of ethanol to
water adds an important further dimension of com-
plexity. Ethanol forms solutions in water that are far
from ideal and very slow to equilibrate.10 Although
usually considered a single phase, such solutions
consist of a complex mixture dominated by water–
water and ethanol–ethanol clusters, where hydrogen
bonding is longer-lived than in water alone.11 They
also favour nanobubble formation.12 Thus, the pecu-
liar behaviour of aqueous solutions (as mostly
discussed in this paper) is accentuated by the presence
of ethanol.
Evidence for the ‘memoryof water’
The concept of the memory of water revolves around

whether the properties of such aqueous solutions
change with time and/or processing and/or previous
history. There are two aspects this problem. Can any
memory of water effect be evidenced?, and is there
Homeopathy
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satisfactory explanation for the appearance of memory
in water? Clearly the first element should be sufficient.
If there is evidence that the history of a sample of water
affects its properties, then the ‘memory of water’
concept is proven without the need for a rationale for
its action. However, it would seem that many scientists
require an answer to the second part as well because
the concept that water may possess a memory effect is
perceived as so unlikely that simple proof that it
happens is insufficient for them. In other areas of
science experimental evidence is easily accepted where
people ‘believe’ it to be true without a known rationale
for its mechanism. An example is gravity. We believe it
due to numerous observations but do not know how it
exists. There is no requirement that the explanation for
the memory of water is the correct explanation only
that it must ‘seem’ reasonable. Of course, if it is also
correct, that is a bonus!
There are several ways water can be shown to have a

memory. As a simple example, human taste is quite
capable of telling the difference between two glasses of
water, processed in different ways (eg one fresh and
one left undrunk for several days), where present
analytical methods fail. There is a change, of course,
but such a change would never be noticed by computer
simulations on pure H2O. Vybı́ral and Voráček have
shown that water changes its properties with time and
its previous history.13 There is also a well-known
‘memory’ effect concerning the formation of clathrate
hydrates from aqueous solutions whereby previously
frozen clathrates within the solution, when subse-
quently melted, can predispose later to a more rapid
clathrate formation.14 These examples may be ex-
plained, for example, by the presence of nanobubbles,
extended chain silicates or induced clathrate initia-
tors,15 respectively. Once an explanation is accepted,
of course, the ‘memory of water’ seems no puzzle
at all.
There are numerous other examples of the slow

equilibration of aqueous solution. Thus, it can take
several days for the effects of the addition of salts to
water to finally stop oscillating16 and such solutions
are still changing after several months showing a large-
scale (�100 nm) domain structure.17 Also, water
restructuring after infrared radiation persists for more
than a day,18 and water photoluminescence changes
over a period of days.19 Changes to the structure of
water are reported to last for weeks following exposure
to resonant RIC (resistance inductance capacitance)
circuits.20 Conductivity oscillations (�0.5Hz) at low
concentrations of salts also show the weak tendency to
equilibrium in such solutions.21

There is a strange occurrence, similar to the ‘memory
of water’, in enzyme chemistry where an effectively
non-existent material still has a major effect; enzymes
prepared in buffers of known pH retain (remember)
those specific pH-dependent kinetic properties even
when the water is removed such that no hydrogen ions
are present;22 these ions seemingly having an effect in
thy
their absence contrary to common sense at the
simplistic level.
The effect of physical and electromagnetic proces-

sing is also evident from a number of studies; for
example, due to changes in the amount of silica23 or
redox molecules24 produced. Also manifest is that
some ultra-dilute solutions, far beyond present detec-
tion by chemical analytical analysis, are known to have
significant biological effects. A clear case of this is new-
variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, caused by infinite-
simal amounts of prion protein.
There are several rational explanations as to how

water may show different properties dependent on its
previous history. In fact these are so obvious that it is a
wonder why there is any further fuss about the
‘memory of water’. The current difficulty is choosing
between the many reasonable explanations those that
are the main causes for any memory effect. What is
there in these solutions that depend on its history and
which out of these constituents change so slowly as to
still be showing effects at future times? To answer this
question we need both thermodynamics and kinetics.
A water molecule in liquid water is never at a

thermodynamic minimum for any appreciable (or
measurable) length of time. This is because there are
countless energy states in water with little difference in
energy between them and the natural thermal fluctua-
tions in liquid water are easily sufficient to allow
change. Water consists of a heterogeneous mixture of
states with little tendency for individual molecules to
reside at a thermodynamic minimum; a process that is
exacerbated by the presence of ethanol.
Solutions used in homeopathy contain many materi-

als that may have biological effects. Of these,
nanobubbles, nanoparticles and redox-active materials
may separately or together cause biological responses.
In terms of specificity, nanoparticles may present the
most important possibility, if often overlooked. It is
certainly true that such solutions show clear material
differences from the diluting water used.25 The process
of silica dissolution has been much studied26 ever since
it was proven by Lavoisier over 200 years ago and fits
with this argument. This may explain why glass is
preferred over polypropylene tubes. A thorough
investigation into the structural differences previously
reported between homeopathically potentized (ie suc-
cussed and extremely diluted) and unpotentized nitric
acid solutions showed that the effect was lost if
different glassware was used.27

It should be noted that dissolved silica is capable of
forming solid silicate particles with complementary
structures (ie imprints) to dissolved solutes and
macromolecules and such particles will ‘remember’
these complementary structures essentially forever.23

Redox-active material, such as superoxide anions and
hydrogen peroxide,24 are associated with the control of
many cellular processes and their presence is easily
capable of giving rise to real biological responses.
Nanobubbles are sub-micron scale gaseous bubbles
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that have long been subject of dispute as their existence
does not fit with the commonly held belief in the
Laplace equation relating the cavity internal pressures
to the surface tension and cavity radius. However the
evidence for nanobubbles is now overwhelming12 and
the role of dissolved gas in water chemistry is likely to
be more important than commonly realized;28 parti-
cularly involving the formation and development of
these nanobubbles29 and the properties of their
interfaces. Relevant to this are changes in carbon
dioxide hydration, and hence pH, resulting from
different hydrogen bonding effects. Nanoparticles
may act by themselves or in combination with the
nanobubbles to cause considerable ordering within the
solution,30 thus indicating the possibility of solutions
forming large-scale coherent domains.
A key feature of any difference between water before

and after its use in preparing homeopathic dilutions is
likely to be the shaking (succussion) between successive
dilutions, and which may produce significantly in-
creased concentrations of silicate, sodium and bicar-
bonate ions31 by dissolution of the glass tubes and
from the atmosphere, respectively. Although not often
recognized, except by microbiologists, such shaking
can also produce aerosols saturating the laboratory
atmosphere for extended periods and offering a route
for the contamination of later dilutions.
Succussion involves the effect of pressure changes

due to the shock waves produced. The magnitude of
this pressure has not been well examined but may be
estimated, from conservation of energy equating
kinetic energy with strain energy, to be about
5–100MPa dependent on the procedure. Equally
increasing and decreasing (negative) pressure will be
encountered so involving the compression and stretch-
ing of the hydrogen bonded network. Increasing
pressure causes gas dissolution and decreasing pressure
causes gas formation. Due to the slow kinetics of
bubble initiation, it seems reasonable that such effects
will mostly concern pre-existing gas nanobubbles in the
bulk and at phase surfaces. Certainly bubbles could
both grow and divide during such processing.
A further effect of pressure changes involves the

silicate glass–liquid surface. Pressure waves would not
only encourage dissolution but may dislodge nanopar-
ticles of silicate (or other) material. It should be noted
at this point that glass is not homogeneous but consists
of nano-sized domains with differing structures.
Mechanically induced hydrogen bond breakage may

also give rise to increased (but low) hydrogen peroxide
formation24 and such effects have been reported to last
for weeks,29 keeping the solution far from thermo-
dynamic equilibrium.23 Such processes are well-known
to produce long term oscillatory behaviour.6,24 It may
be relevant to note that the presence of hydrogen
peroxide can take part in and catalyze further reactions
with other reactive species such as molecular oxygen
and dissolved ozone (not often recognized but also
present in nanomolar amounts in ‘pure’ water) which
may well vary with the number of succussion steps and
their sequence and may offer an explanation for the
changes in the effects of homeopathic preparations
with the number of dilutions. Also of note are the
known effects of low concentrations of reactive oxygen
species on physiological processes such as the immune
response.
That homeopathic preparations are always made

using glass tubes may be indicative of the importance
of silicates to these phenomena. If this is the case, there
will be significant differences between using the same
tube during dilution and using fresh glassware at each
stage. If the former situation holds, as in the Korsakoff
method, there may be marked consequences in terms
of enduring changes to the glass surface and the
continued presence or build up of materials at the
surfaces, including the increased possibility of surface
microbial contamination when ethanol is not used.
The processing of solutions also induces electric and

electromagnetic effects, both of which seem to produce
changes that have long lifetimes.32 The interface of
solution with silica, for example, produces high
localized fields (E�109Vm�1) caused by the partial
charges on the atoms and the small distances between
the surface and first hydration layer. Moreover, the
flow of polar water molecules on succussion will itself
create changes in electric field.
In addition to the breakage of hydrogen bonds,

electromagnetic fields may perturb gas/liquid inter-
faces, produce reactive oxygen species33 and increase
the differences in the properties between the ortho and
para forms of water.34 Together with mechanical
action, they will lower the dielectric constant of the
water,35 due to the resultant partial or complete
destruction of the hydrogen-bonded network.
Consequently, the solubility properties of the water

will change during succussion and produce changes in
the concentration of dissolved gases and hydrophobic
molecules at interfaces thus encouraging their reaction
(eg due to singlet oxygen, 1O2, or hydroxyl radical,
OH � , formation) or phase changes (eg formation of
extensive surface nanobubbles36).
These processes also result in the additional produc-

tion of low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and
other redox materials24 with long-lasting effects. An
interesting (and possibly related) memory of water
phenomenon is the effect of water, previously exposed
to weak electromagnetic signals, on the distinctive
patterns and handedness of colonies of certain
bacteria.37 Here, the water retains the effect for at
least 20min after exposure to the field.
In homeopathy as elsewhere, dilution is never

perfect, particularly at low concentrations where sur-
face absorption may well be a major factor, so that the
real degree of dilution beyond the levels that can be
analytically determined will always remain unproven.
Residual material may be responsible for perceived
differences between calculated and actual activity.
Unless great care is taken, active material may also
Homeopathy
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enter from the atmosphere even at the greatest
dilutions. The water used for dilution is not pure
relative to the putative concentration of the ‘active’
ingredient, with even the purest water considered
grossly contaminated compared with the theoretical
homeopathic dilution levels. This contamination may
well have a major influence, and itself be influenced by
the structuring in the water it encounters. Although it
does, at first sight, seem unlikely that solutes in diluted
‘homeopathic’ water should be significantly different
from a proper aqueous control, it has recently been
cogently argued that the concentrations of impurities
can change during the dilution process by reactions
initiated by the original ‘active’ material38 and this
process has been modelled to show how different
potencies may give rise to differing effects.39

A further consideration about ‘the memory of water’
is that the popular understanding of how homeopathic
preparations may work not only requires this memory
but also requires that this memory be amplified during
the dilution; this amplification, necessitated by the
increase in apparent efficacy with dilution, being even
harder to understand and explain. Samal and Geckeler
have published an interesting, if controversial, paper40

concerning the effect of dilution on various molecules.
They found that some molecules form larger clusters
on dilution rather than the smaller clusters thermo-
dynamically expected. Certainly, just the presence of
one such large micron-sized particle in the ‘diluted’
solution could give rise to the noticed biological action.
Of course some such preparations may be totally
without action, not containing such clustered particles.
However, this observation still sheds light on the
phenomenon, which appears to disobey the second law
of thermodynamics. A possible explanation is that
some biologically-active molecules, such as the full-
erene C60 involved in these experiments, can coopera-
tively form water networks to both surround and
Figure 1 The lifetimes of clusters are independent of the lifetime of indiv

a three-dimensional phenomenon. The actual clusters of water molecu
filled) may reform around key structures (shown as rhombuses labelled

cluster two units (filled circles) move to break up the existing cluster and
old ones but only contain a proportion of the water molecules. Clusters

thy
screen them. So long as such a network structure
requires the help of more than one neighbouring such
cluster to stabilize its formation then, in more
concentrated solution, the molecules dissolve nor-
mally. However, as they are diluted no stabilizing
clusters would be available close by if the solution was
homogeneous. Consequently, the clusters would stabi-
lize each other by coalescing to form larger clusters of
biologically-active molecules within their own water
network (ie they form their own aqueous phase).
Overall the balance is expected to be rather fine
between water cluster stabilization and particle pre-
cipitation and dependent on the particle’s ability to
form a strongly bound hydration shell.
Although individual molecules of water cannot

retain any memory of past hydrogen bonding for
periods of more than a fraction of a second, the
behaviour of water clusters can be entirely different
(Figure 1), as shown previously for ice and cationic
hydration. Water clusters are proven entities;41 their
size and lifetime dependent on their physical and
chemical environment. Liquid water is made up from
a mixture of such clusters forming, changing and
disappearing.
The lifetime of a particular cluster containing

specific water molecules will be not much longer than
the life of individual hydrogen bonds (ie nanoseconds)
but clusters can continue forever although with
constant changing of their constituent water molecules.
For example the icosahedral water cluster described by
me42 contains one central-core structure but addition-
ally 12 partly formed potential centre core structures
on its periphery. Thus an icosahedral cluster can
morph into a different but identical structure by
shifting its centre; losing some molecules but gain-
ing others. Although such complete icosahedral
clusters are not thought important due to their likely
low concentrations in ‘pure’ water under ambient
idual linkages. The figure is a two-dimensional representation of

les are not represented. Supposed that the star clusters (shown
‘r’, but closed ring oligomers of H2O in water). For each shifting

help create a new cluster. The new clusters are identical to the
may reform around any of the star arms.
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Table 1 Possible mechanisms by which water could achieve a ‘memory’

Specific mechanisms Non-specific mechanisms

Remaining material on surfaces Silicates, dissolved and particular
Aerosol material reintroduced Nanobubbles and their material surfaces
Bacterial material introduced Redox molecules produced from water
Imprinted silicates Natural water clustering
Remaining particle clusters Stabilized water clustering

Ions, including from glassware
Ethanol solution complexity
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conditions, under other conditions, with other solutes
and phase interfaces and including related partial
clustering such continuing structuring may well exist
and be important.
This process may be considered similar to the

existence of hydrogen ions in solution. There is no
doubt that hydrogen ions are there, their concentration
may easily be determined and they have uninterrupted
and continuing effects, but individual hydrogen ions
have only a fleeting existence (onanosecond). The H+

is associated with a cluster of water molecules one
moment, but in the next instant it disappears only to be
replaced by a different H+ associated with an entirely
different cluster of water molecules. Thus the hydrated
hydrogen ion continues its existence but contains
different atoms.
Water does store and transmit information concern-

ing solutes, by means of its hydrogen-bonded network.
Changes to this cluster network brought about by
solutes may take some time to re-equilibrate. Succus-
sion may also have an effect on the hydrogen bonded
network (shear encouraging destructuring) and the
gaseous solutes with critical effect on structuring43 and
consequentially contribute to the altered heats of
dilution with such materials.44

Recently, there has been some debate over ‘digital
biology’; an idea originated by Jacques Benveniste that
‘specific molecular signals in the audio range’ (hy-
pothetically the ‘beat’ frequencies of water’s infrared
and far infrared vibrations) may be heard, collected,
transmitted and amplified to similarly affect other
water molecules at a receiver.45

This unlikely idea may be thought highly implau-
sible but the evidence should be ignored at one’s
peril. Note that as with the basic ‘memory of water’
concept, experimental confirmation of the pheno-
menon may not necessarily confirm the proposed
mechanism.
Interestingly, however, electromagnetic emission has

been detected during the freezing of supercooled
water46 due to negative charging of the solid surface
at the interface caused by surface ionization of water
molecules followed by preferential loss of hydrogen
ions. It is not unreasonable, therefore, that similar
effects may occur during changes in the structuring of
liquid water.
Finally, the ‘memory of water’ is considered by

many to be the apparent physical result of a wider and
complex holistic phenomenon.47,48 Such a viewpoint
lacks any mechanism for experimental testing at
present.

Conclusions
There are a number of mechanisms for water to

possess a ‘memory’. These have been described above
and shown in the Table 1. The actual mechanism of
action may differ between different ‘memory’ occur-
rences and may be the result of a combination of such
phenomena. Some of these factors are clearly more
likely, as described within this paper, and others can be
easily eliminated or confirmed by closer examination of
the procedures and/or analysis of the water.
Note that, for homeopathy, ‘memory of water’

effects (if proven) not only require the solution to
retain information on dilution but require this
information to be amplified to negate the effect of
the dilution. It is also of importance to note that non-
specific mechanisms of action, such as activation of a
non-specific immune response, may give rise to effects
with specific health consequences. Much research work
remains to be undertaken if these real and observable
facts are to be completely understood.
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